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D I S C O V E R E D



KILLER 1
LOGO SECURITY

Keep Logo's in a 

central location

with password protection 

and version controls

Recreating Logo's can be time consuming, 
costly and contain elements different from  

previously approved standards



KILLER 2
BRAND STANDARDS

Create standards on your logos 

layout, color scheme, font style, 

logo placement and approved 

backgrounds

Not setting standards will create scenarios 
where you won't like how things look. 

Replacement orders because your logo 
color is wrong is wasted money



KILLER 3
SIZE YOUR PEOPLE

Apparel sizing is hard enough 

Collect employee sizing 

information when they join the 

team

Create a shared document by department, 
add sizing to your on-boarding process 

Apparel is expensive, don't waste money 
on stuff that won't fit or is unflattering



KILLER 4
RUSH FEES

Lead times are often longer than 

expected and production doesn't 

happen untl your proof is approved

Just because you made your choice 
doesn't mean your order is ready to make 

In extreme cases, rush fess can double the 
cost of the project!



KILLER 5
SET-UP CHARGES

Factories charge for the time when 

their machines aren't running  

Each provider handles these charges 
differently

 Always ask for a full accounting of set-up 
charges



The Only Marketing Resource 
You'll Ever Want 

Just like you, our brand needs to stand out to succeed. We 

use our experience and knowledge to show you how to do 

the same as a way to make the better place, but lots of 

people hire us to work WITH or FOR them.

Schedule an Intro Call and lets get to 

know one another. Maybe something 

GOOD will happen

Schedule 
Intro Call 

Now


